**TIO Short Course History**

Nearly every year since 1996, the Center for Joint Services Electronic Warfare (CJSEW) at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey, California, has sponsored the international, technical short course, “Technologies for Information Operations (TIO).”

As a leader in simulation and modeling, the CJSEW develops each TIO course based on recent research and development in associated information operations technologies. Courses in fundamentals of information operations and decision-making serve to provide an introduction to the special methodologies of information processing.

Special emphasis is also given to the advanced techniques used in the detection and classification of low probability of intercept radar, operational test and evaluation of weapon systems, advanced networking concepts, and rail gun technology. Each international TIO Short Course presents the latest in battlespace technologies supporting current revolutions in military affairs. Sessions are conducted by various NPS faculty, and a field trip is often included.